ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
As a growing number of genomes are sequenced, tools for on-demand comparison of genomes are needed. A genome comparison is computationally intensive and generates a large collection of results, and one challenge in developing comparison software is to provide a means for storing and navigating such datasets and accessing a detailed record of the results. The two-dimensional (2D) gene-order dot plot is an intuitive map of a genome comparison dataset, and adding interactive and dynamic elements to such a plot converts that intuitive map into a data browsing tool.
Traditionally, point mutations within individual genes have been the basis of comparative sequence analyses, most often used as a tool for evolutionary studies. However, as the scope of a comparative study is expanded to include multiple complete genomes, segmental mutations that affect the order of genes can be identified. Even when the nucleotide sequences of genes are conserved, the position of those genes within * To whom correspondence should be addressed. the genome may change. In these cases, a feature orderbased genome comparison can be more informative than gene sequence comparison (Pevzner, 2000) . Existing Web applications (Celamkoti et al., 2004; Sakharkar and Chow, 2004) can be used to compare gene order in small genomes and visualize the result. However, limited interactive plot features, lack of exportable results (Celamkoti et al., 2004) or inability to anchor genomes being compared in a common frame of reference (Sakharkar and Chow, 2004 ) make output from these applications difficult to interpret and utilize. We have developed a Web application using a gene-order comparison approach similar to that of Mazumder et al. (2001) , but incorporating a wide variety of interactive features. The application can be downloaded and modified with minimal restrictions, and configured either as an interface for user-initiated geneorder comparisons, or as a browser for restricted collections of genomes.
The Genome Organization Analysis Tool (GOAT) was designed to bring a degree of interactivity to a commonly used visualization. The 2D dot-plot has long been used to visualize pairwise comparisons of sequence information on scales from individual gene sequences (Sonnhammer and Durbin, 1995) to aligned whole genomes (Kurtz et al., 2004) . This plot style is useful because it establishes a common frame of reference for the items compared, with easily understandable scales, making it possible to interpret results even when the items being compared are quite dissimilar. As off-diagonal points can be shown in the dot-plot, it is easy to identify significant order reversals in genomes which may not be identified in a linear visualization, and to gain information from a comparison even when the genomes compared are not completely collinear.
SYSTEMS AND METHODS
The GOAT compares one or more query genomes against a reference (subject) genome and outputs a 2D graphical plot of each detected gene match among the genomes. Tabular output is also available and can be downloaded as a tabdelimited text file. The program relies on existing annotation to determine the location of genes, so input must be given in In the results window, the dot-plot and the homolog table are visible. The dot information window shown was generated by clicking on the dot corresponding to maturase in the reference genome. Visible in the dot information window are the homolog sequence from the reference genome, a customizable button which sends information via the NCBI URL API to set up a BLAST search against all other chloroplast sequence in GenBank, and the first of two pairwise alignments between the homologs identified. Also present, shown in a second window due to the length of the page, is the multiple alignment. a format that includes annotation. GOAT compares each gene in each query annotation to each gene in the subject genome using BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) . The comparison is comprehensive, and a browsable plot will be displayed even for pairs of genomes that are not collinear. To reduce computational demands, BLAST output files are cached locally in a preparsed format, so that common comparisons are reaccessed rather than repeated. Administrators can precompute comparisons for a collection of genomes; an all-against-all comparison of 25 green plant chloroplast genomes took <1 h on a Dell PowerEdge server when three processors were used, while an all-against-all comparison of five genomes of α-proteobacteria ranging in size from 1.1 to over 7 Mb took just under 3 h. Precomputed results are cached for subsequent browsing. Users can also bookmark particular sets of results for future use.
The user may set many options, of which the BLAST score ranges are most important since these ranges determine which BLAST matches are displayed on the plot. GOAT allows the use of different combinations of significance criteria, including normalized bit score, expect value, percent identity, and percentage of the query and subject length covered by the BLAST HSP. Percent identity is an easily understood criterion commonly used by biologists to describe the degree of relationship between sequence homologs. Match segment coverage was included as a criterion for cases in which the user wishes to filter out segment matches that do not span the entire query or subject gene. Users may specify cutoffs or multiple ranges in any or all of these values. A match will be displayed when it meets all of the similarity criteria that the user chooses to define.
DISCUSSION
In GOAT, the intuitively simple 2D dot-plot visualization is used as an interactive key to the results generated in a manyto-one genome comparison. Interactive gene order plots allow the user to navigate a genome comparison by selecting specific features, to customize plots by zooming and filtering, to navigate to the relevant sequence information and BLAST pairwise alignments represented by each point in the plot, and to view multiple alignments for equivalent genes in a multiple genome comparison (Fig. 1) .
A significant component of the novelty of GOAT is in the interactivity of the plot. Clicking a dot on the plot will yield information on the likely protein homologs in query and reference sequence, including the names and sequences of the matched genes and the top hit in the BLAST output. The interface is designed to provide useful, immediate information on user-selected genes. The site administrator can add customizable form entities which link to external functions, e.g. passing particular values to a BLAST query form at NCBI. The plot is navigable, with zoom and recentering capabilities. This is especially useful for larger genomes which cannot be easily viewed on one screen, or when viewing a plot with multiple query genomes. Plot formatting options are available in order to create customized plots without the need for external plotting software. Options include plot size, dot size, text size, font, dot color, dot shape and image format. Genome coordinates can be offset in the plot to compensate for arbitrary differences in start coordinates among collinear or partially collinear genome sequences.
The GOAT application was designed with the goal of eventual integration into a database-backed genome comparison and annotation system, GenoMosaic (Gibas et al., 2003) . The use of GOAT as an interface component for a database combining comparative and annotative analyses will allow inclusion of unannotated genomes in a comparative analysis. This will also allow the functions of the GOAT interface to be expanded to display a wider range of feature types and to highlight patterns, such as differentiating genes in related genomes.
